The automation of tasks in community question answering (cQA) is dominated by machine learning approaches, whose performance is often limited by the number of training examples. Starting from a neural sequence learning approach with attention, we explore the impact of two data augmentation techniques on question ranking performance: a method that swaps reference questions with their paraphrases, and training on examples automatically selected from external datasets. Both methods are shown to lead to substantial gains in accuracy over a strong baseline. Further improvements are obtained by changing the model architecture to mirror the structure seen in the data.
Introduction
Community question answering (cQA) is an information seeking paradigm in which users ask questions and contribute answers on a dedicated website that facilitates quality-based ranking and retrieval of contributed content. The questions posted on a QA website range from very general (e.g. Yahoo! Answers), to topic-specific, such as programming languages (e.g. Stack Overflow) or relevant for a geographical area (e.g. Qatar Living). An important task in cQA is that of question retrieval, wherein questions that have already been answered on the website are ranked with respect to how well their answers match the information need expressed in a new question. Numerous approaches to question retrieval, question ranking, or question-question similarity have been proposed over the last decade, of which (Xue et al., 2008; Bernhard and Gurevych, 2008; Duan et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Bunescu and Huang, 2010; Zhou et al., 2011) are just a few. Very recently, question-question similarity has received renewed interest as a subtask in the SemEval cQA evaluation exercise (Nakov et al., 2016) . In this paper, we approach question ranking in a context where the input is restricted to the question text and describe data augmentation methods and RNN architectures that are empirically shown to improve ranking performance. We expect these ideas to also benefit more comprehensive approaches, such as the SemEval cQA exercise, which exploit answers and comments associated with previously answered questions.
Ranking Model with Attention
Following the notation of Bunescu and Huang (2010) , we use Q i Q j |Q r to denote that the answer to question Q i is expected to be more useful than the answer to Q j in terms of satisfying the information need expressed in Q r . If Q i Q j |Q r , then the question ranking system is expected to rank Q i higher than Q j , through a scoring function s(Q r , Q) that is trained to capture how relevant Q is to Q r . Training and evaluating the scoring function requires a dataset of ranking triples Q i Q j |Q r . Ranking triples are usually introduced implicitly by annotating questions into 3 major categories: paraphrases (P), useful (U), and neutral (N ). A paraphrasing question Q p ∈ P is semantically equivalent with or very close to the reference question. A question Q u ∈ U is deemed useful or relevant if its answer is expected to overlap in information content with the answer of the reference question, whereas the answer of a neutral or irrelevant question Q n ∈ N should be irrelevant for the reference question. Correspondingly, the following relations are assumed to hold: Q p Q u |Q r , i.e. a paraphrasing question is more useful than a useful question; Q u Q n |Q r , i.e. a useful question is more useful than a neutral question; and by transitivity Q p Q n |Q r . The resulting triples can be used for training and evaluating the scoring function s(Q r , Q) using a ranking objective, which is the approach taken in this paper. An alternative is to use a binary classification objective by considering only two categories of questions, e.g. relevant (P ∪ U) and irrelevant (N ), as was done in SemEval. However, by ignoring the difference in utility between paraphrases and useful questions during training, a binary classification approach is likely to underperform a ranking approach that is trained on all the ranking triples implied by the original 3 categories of questions.
To compute the ranking function s(Q r , Q), we use neural sequence learning with attention (SLA), as illustrated in Figure 1 . Neural networks with attention have been successful used in a wide variety of tasks, ranging from image classification and dynamic visual control (Mnih et al., 2014) , to machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and image caption generation (Xu et al., 2015) . Very recently, the SLA approach was used for semantic entailment (Rocktschel et al., 2015) and cQA tasks (Mohtarami et al., 2016) , although still with an objective (e.g., cross entropy) aimed at classification. The questions Q r and Q are processed sequentially, using for each a separate RNN with gated recurrent units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) . Following the notation of Bahdanau et al. (2015) , the states s t corresponding to positions t in question Q are computed recursively as follows:
The states h t for the reference question Q r are computed using the same equations, but with different parameters and without the attention terms shown between brackets. The initial state h 0 = 0, whereas s 0 = tanh(W s h m ) is computed as a normalized linear transformation of the last state h m . Words are mapped to their word2vec embeddings x t , pre-trained on Google News (Mikolov et al., 2013) . States s t require a context vector c t , to be computed with the attention model below:
The score s(Q r , Q) = v T s n is computed as a linear combination of the RNN state corresponding to the last word in Q. Given a set of training triples Q i , Q j |Q r , the model parameters are trained to optimize the margin-based ranking criterion shown in Equation 3.
3 Data Augmentation
Supervised ML approaches are often limited by the number of available training examples. Using the SLA approach described in Section 2, we explore the impact of two data augmentation techniques for question ranking: a novel method that swaps reference questions with their paraphrases, and training on examples from external datasets.
Question Swapping
Since paraphrases are semantically equivalent with or very close to the reference questions, during training we swap each paraphrase question with the reference question, and generate additional ranking triples of the type Q r Q u |Q p , Q u Q n |Q p , and Q r Q n |Q p . We emphasize that question swapping is done only for the groups of questions used for training; the development and test triples are kept the same. Paraphrase questions are seldom entirely equivalent with the reference question. Consequently, when question swapping is used to augment the training examples, it will inevitably introduce some noise.
External Datasets
Another approach to increasing the size of the training set is by adding examples from other datasets. Table 1 shows the datasets used in the experiments in this paper, together with statistics such as the number of questions groups and the total number of questions in each category. The DRLM dataset was introduced by and, like Complex, contains questions posted on Yahoo! Answers. However it does not contain paraphrases and thus cannot benefit from question swapping. The SemEval dataset (Nakov et al., 2016) was created from questions posted on the Qatar Living forum and has a different distribution and structure. In particular, a question has two fields: a body containing the actual question and a subject. The body field often contains multiple sentences. In the experiments reported in Sec- 
Weighted External Data
External triples can be very different from target triples in terms of vocabulary, syntactic structure, or length. As such, considering external triples as being equally important as target triples during training can be detrimental to the target performance. To alleviate this effect, we introduce a tunable weight hyperparameter α ∈ [0, 1] such that target triples get a weight of α in the objective function, whereas external triples are assigned a weight of 1 − α, both normalized by the number of training triples in the target (T ) and external (E) datasets, respectively.
The overall objective function is shown in Equation 4, where J T and J E are defined using the margin-based ranking criterion from Equation 3 on the corresponding dataset.
Selection with Language Models
To further alleviate the potential detrimental effects due to possibly significant lexical and syntactic differences between external and target triples, we train a character-aware neural language model (LM) (Kim et al., 2016) on the set of questions from the target question groups used for training and rank all external questions in ascending order, based on the perplexity computed by the target LM. We introduce a tunable proportion hyperparameter γ and select to add only the γ|T | triples that can be obtained from the top ranked external questions. This procedure enables the selection of triples with external questions that are most LM-similar with the target training questions, akin to the approach proposed by Moore and Lewis (2010) for selecting external text segments for training language models. LM-based data augmentation was also shown to benefit domain adaptation for tasks such as temporal expression recognition (Kolomiyets et al., 2011) and semantic role labeling (Ngoc Do et al., 2015) .
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate the baseline SLA approach on the Simple and Complex datasets introduced in (Bunescu and Huang, 2010) and compare against their SVM approach which uses a number of manually engineered features, such as similarities between focus words (tagged by another SVM), similarities between main verbs, and matchings between dependency graphs anchored at focus words. The 60 groups of questions in each dataset are partitioned into 12 folds and at each crossvalidation iteration 10 folds are used for training, 1 for development and 1 for testing. This is repeated 12 times such that each fold gets to be used for testing, and the results are pooled over all folds. The SLA model is trained with AdaDelta using minibatches of size 256, and regularized using early stopping on the validation fold. Table 2 shows the triple-level accuracies i.e. the percentage of ranking triples Q i Q j |Q r for which Table 3 : Accuracy, w/ or w/o swaps in training. Table 3 shows the impact of question swapping on the Complex and SemEval datasets, following the official training vs. test split for SemEval. Table 4 shows the impact of adding the entire external dataset DRLM to the Complex and SemEval training examples, with and without swaps. Due to the time consuming nature of cross-validation, for the Complex dataset we chose to test only on 1 fold, using 10 folds as training and 1 fold as validation. Since 10 training folds amount to 50 groups of questions, we call it Complex 50 . We also evaluated the impact of adding examples from Simple when training on Complex. The test and validation datasets are never augmented with examples generated from swaps or external datasets. External examples helped substantially on Complex, which benefited from DRLM more than from Simple, likely because DRLM's question groups are many and diverse, whereas Simple contains the same groups as Complex, but with different questions selected as reference. Combining the two augmentation methods resulted in further improvements for Complex.
However, using all DRLM examples hurt SemEval performance, which was not surprising given the substantial difference between SemEval and DRLM questions. Consequently, we ran an additional evaluation in which we combined the weighted scheme from Section 3.2.1 with the LMbased selection from Section 3.2.2. To tune the weight α and the proportion γ we used grid search on the development data, where α was selected from {0.50, 0.70, 0.85, 1.0} and γ was selected from consecutive powers of 2 starting from 0.5 until the proportion exhausted all external triples. Table 5 : Results w/ and w/o training on weighted external triples using LM-based selection.
consistent improvements from using external data on both Complex and SemEval, with more marked improvements when the target dataset is small.
Multiple Sequence Structures
So far, the SemEval experiments used only the question body (Body). To also use the subject, one could simply concatenate the subject and the body (Body + Subj) and apply the same SLA architecture from Figure 1 . However, as shown in Table 6 , this actually hurt performance, likely because the system did not know where the question body started in each input sequence. To capture the SemEval question structure, we experimented with the architecture shown in Figure 2 , in which different RNNs are used for the subject and the body (Body & Subj). Given that subjects are supposed to be short, we implemented attention only for the body sequence. In a second version, the output from the reference subject is concatenated to the output from the reference body, and used to initialize the RNN for the body of the second question (Body || Subj). The results in Table 6 show that the new architecture improves accuracy substantially, especially the second version with concatenated outputs. Table 6 : SemEval accuracy, using Body & Subj.
Conclusion and Future Work
We explored data augmentation methods and RNN architectures that were shown to improve question ranking performance. We expect these ideas to benefit more comprehensive approaches that also exploit answers and comments associated with previously answered questions, as was done in the SemEval cQA evaluation exercise (Nakov et al., 2016) . The number and breadth of some experiments were limited by the available computational power, which we hope to address in future work.
